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Sarah Kate Morgan Will Headline
January Coffeehouse
The music of Sarah Morgan embodies
her respect and joy of folk music and
her creative approach to arranging.
Backing traditional Appalachian
melodies and haunting old time tunes
with fresh harmonies and a
progressive drive, she lends a new feel
to seemingly "old" tunes, while
accompanying pure and heartfelt
vocals with the unpretentious sound
of the Appalachian dulcimer. Folk,
Americana, and Old-Time roots are
brought to the forefront at live shows,
where only Sarah and her dulcimer
can

be found behind the microphone,
creating a subtle yet powerful sound
that brings the relevant music of the
past to today’s audience.
Bill Cohen interviewed her for this
issue.
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Saturday, Jan. 30, 7:00 pm Virtual Event Access
at:
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Sarah Kate Morgan at January Coffeehouse
Continued from p. 1

Sarah: I also love the camaraderie and musical
Bill: That’s about as close to authentic pure folk music as
communication involved in playing with a band!
anything. Give us some history and background on the
Although playing on your own is a different and equally
roots of this musical genre, and tell us why you love it so
special experience. I enjoy really showcasing the
much.
mountain dulcimer in all its glory and demonstrating all
the sounds you can get out of such a simple instrument.
Sarah: I think I'll disagree with your assessment of old
There's also a level of intimate connection and flexibility I
time Appalachian music as being "authentic pure folk
can have when I perform a solo that I really enjoy.
music" in the sense that all folk music is a patchwork of
music and experiences of people from every background.
Bill: What’s your musical history? When did you learn
Old time music is the precursor to bluegrass and often
to play the dulcimer? How young were you when you
referred to as the original "country music," music from
started singing, and how did you get into becoming a
country and working folks. Old time mountain music is
paid performer?
the result of the American melting pot converging in the
Appalachian mountains. Over centuries, fiddle tunes
Sarah: I started out playing mountain dulcimer when I
from Ireland, Scotland, and England were
was 7 years old, on a dulcimer that my grandfather built
"Appalachianized" and got adopted by the African banjo,
during his retirement. Around that same time, just like
fiddle, guitar, and dulcimer, all played in the Southern
every good Southern girl, I had begun to sing in church. I
mountains. Old time music evolved alongside traditional
didn't start singing with the dulcimer until I was 14 or 15.
square dance music, so it's hard to separate old time
I always knew that I wanted to perform and teach music,
music from the influences of French, Native American,
in some capacity, as a career. I started performing and
and African dance traditions that are all part of the
teaching in my later teenage years and took 2 gap years
square dance tradition in the Southern mountains. I'm
after high school to travel and play music full time. I
excited to share some of these tunes and songs with
went on to study traditional music and Appalachian
ya'll!
Studies at Morehead State University. Currently, I work
as the Folk Arts Director as the Hindman Settlement
Bill: We’re often entertained by duos, trios, and
School, a regional Appalachian non-profit focused on
quartets of musicians who play several different
educating young folks about Appalachian traditions.
instruments, so there’s a very full sound. But in your
shows, it’s just you and your mountain dulcimer. What is
Bill: How has the coronavirus impacted your concert
that like for you, being on stage alone and with just the
touring and your music?
simple dulcimer accompaniment? What are the
advantages and disadvantages?

www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org
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Sarah Kate Morgan Jan. 30
Sarah: In many ways, it gave me the push I needed to get
comfortable teaching and performing in an online setting.
I was very lucky in that while all my in-person gigs and
touring schedule was cancelled, I was offered a full-time
dream job!
BIll: We see that in addition to performing, you also
teach people to play the dulcimer and to perform. Tell us
about that venture.

Sarah: So I work for the non-profit, Hindman Settlement
School in rural eastern Kentucky. Our local school system,
as many schools around the nation, has little to no arts
funding. That's where my job comes in. Essentially, I am
an itinerant music teacher for Knott county. During
normal times, my work involves me visiting schools in the
county and providing music and movement enrichment
to classrooms. Another part of my work is organizing our
Pick and Bow Mountain Music Education Program, which
provides free private music lessons to any kid who wants
to learn to play guitar, fiddle, banjo, or mandolin. We're
currently wrapping up this se mester's program and
putting together a virtual performance, "The Pick and
Bow Variety Show!", complete with music, jokes, and the
occasional pet show-and-tell. With everything being
virtual, we're getting creative!
Bill: If people tune in for your January 30 virtual concert,
what can they can expect to hear, see, and feel ?

A Special Thanks To
Carl Yaffey

As long-time Columbus Folk Music Society
volunteer Carl Yaffey retires from his two
jobs as our group’s Webmaster and Membership Chair, we want to send him a million
thanks.
397,422 thanks go to Carl for his computer
expertise in overseeing the CFMS website,
which has helped keep our members fully
informed about all the coffeehouses, concerts, fundraisers, picnics, and festivals that
we’ve sponsored. 283,774 thanks go to Carl
for keeping track of our constantly changing
roster of members, for nudging folks to rejoin each year, and for encouraging other
folk music fans to join us for the first
time. And yet another 318,904 thanks go to
Carl for an activity we hope he never retires
from: performing for CFMS events as part of
several different bands.
Add up all this gratitude from CFMS to Carl
Yaffey, and you get what he deserves: a million thanks.

Help Wanted

Sarah: You'll probably hear a lot of dumb jokes, maybe
meet my new kitten, Dolly Purrton, and hopefully hear
some good old-timey Appalachian music and some of the
songs I've written. Thanks so much for inviting me to be a
part of your sweet little music community, even from
afar! I'm looking forward to our evening together.

With Carl’s retirement, CFMS is looking for
someone to take over as Webmaster and elist manager. The program we use for web
management is very intuitive and easy to
learn, but it is a Mac-based program, so you
would need a Mac. We’re willing to train
you and you can be an integral part of our
ever growing organization! Time commitment per month? About 3 hours. For more
info or if you have questions, contact:
secretary@columbusfolkmusicsociety.org

Old-time Appalachian musicians
www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org
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Member Profile:
Lea Anne Kangas
PI: Lea Anne, are you a native Ohioan?
Lea Anne: I grew up on the east side of Columbus and have
lived here most of my life, except for a handful of years in
the 90s when I lived in Washington DC and upstate New
York.

PI: How long have you been playing guitar?
Lea Anne: Unless you count the two weeks when I tried to
learn it as a teenager (I got fed up trying to play the F chord),
it’s been maybe a few years now. During Covid, though, I’ve
been playing more, and it’s starting to come along.

PI: What other instruments do you play?
PI: Talk a little about your employment history, please.
Lea Anne: I play several of a family of plucked string
Lea Anne: It’s kind of all over the map, but probably the
instruments from the Balkans called tamburas. I also play
most interesting work I’ve done was as a mastering engineer. recorders of several sizes (lovely sounding instruments often
At the time our studio worked with several prominent
judged unfairly from having been heard only in the hands of
bluegrass labels, so I got to know bluegrass music quite well. rank beginners). I still play a bit of piano. And some electric
We did a bit of everything. Digital editing was fairly new at
bass. My newest acquisition is a Swedish nyckelharpa (keyed
the time, and I did a ton of that, as well as sound restoration. fiddle) which followed me home from a dance camp last
I’d always been a music person, but not an audiophile. I
year.
hadn’t given “sound” in and of itself much thought, so
learning to think that way was new territory, but fun.
PI: I see from Facebook that you’ve done some
This was in the 90s, when I was living in the DC area. After
songwriting. Can you talk a bit about that?
my daughter was born, we moved a couple of times and
Lea Anne: Often in interviews I see people say things like,
eventually ended up back in Columbus. Everything was
“I’ve been writing songs ever since I can remember.” Well,
different then and I just never ended up getting back into
none of that here! Writing songs never even occurred to me
studio work, though I can still slip into my engineer ears and as a kid. I just loved music. Despite my college major, I didn’t
talk tech. In my soul, though, it’s really always been about
do much with composition in those days. It’s only relatively
the music itself.
recently that things have come into focus and the muse has
presented itself. It’s been kind of interesting to watch it
PI: So how long have you been involved with music?
happen.
Lea Anne: I think I soaked up the language of music while in Listen to Lea Anne sing one of her songs: “The Man Who
the womb. I kept playing casually, all through my teen years. Changed the World”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9u8xPFWo8LQ
I’ve always been sort of a backwards musician, having an
easier time writing down what I hear rather than reading off
PI: Looking at music as a whole, who are your favorite
a page. And then I ended up majoring in music in college,
musicians? Favorite composers?
getting a rather nerdy degree in theory and composition.
Lea Anne: I’m crazy for Bach and Mozart. Bulgarian
While I certainly don’t believe that formal education is
women’s choral singing such as in Le Mystère des Voix
necessary in order to be a musician, I did enjoy my time in
Bulgares. Stephen Sondheim. The Beatles. Billy Joel. Billy
music school and feel I got a lot out of it. I like to approach
Talent. King Crimson and early Genesis. And Scandinavian
an instrument as though I just happened upon it while
fiddle music. I also like Cheryl Wheeler, Don McLean, James
stranded on a desert island.
Taylor, Ferron, Stan Rogers, and The Roches.

www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org
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Whinestopper in Concert Sunday, Dec. 6
Each member of the band has played and performed for many
years, introducing songs and a meld of styles that make
Whinestopper original. Ultimately, they just want to have fun
when they get together and play, and very little is off limits
when it comes to picking material.
So whether Charlie is singing and finger-picking his way
through a classic like "Ain't Misbehavin' ," or Teresa
and Renilda are sharing a haunting folk duet, or Pat is
spinning a tale while adding his talents on the accordion, it is
likely that the audiance will connect and sing along.

A VIRTUAL EVENT

presented
by the Columbus Folk Music Society
Streamed to FACEBOOK:

https://www.facebook.com/280420671020/live/
And to YOUTUBE: https://tinyurl.com/
CFMSstream
$10 Donation (links provided at concert)
A benefit for the 2021 Central Ohio Folk Festival
www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org

Whinestopper is looking forward to seeing you at one of their
upcoming performances, and if curiosity has gotten the better
of you, there are a few videos on YouTube. Just type in the
word Whinestopper once you get on the YouTube web site
and there they are!!! Tara Hall is a favorite and regular venue
for Whinestopper. Check the calendar for the schedule.
Whinestopper has a CD available, so check it out and feel free
to contact us or sign up on our mailing list

https://whinestopper.com
https://whinestopper.com/music

Whinestopper is a Columbus, Ohio based band that is noted
for its unique mix of music genres including folk, ballads, songs
of the swing era, as well as sing-along favorites. The band was
aptly named as it reflects the sentiments of the band and
those that listen. The musicians include Pat Casey on
accordion, Renilda Marshall on bass, Charlie Flowers and
Teresa Schleifer on guitars. All band members sing (often at
the same time too).

Boost your support for CFMS!

An anonymous donor has offered again this year to match (and even up the match!) all donations to the Columbus Folk Music Society received before midnight, Dec 31, up to a grand total of $1,000 (thanks to an additional $200 match by Bob Lipetz). As we enter new territory by bringing folk music, dance, story telling and
a 2021 festival to you virtually, your contributions will certainly help in that effort. Now your financial contributions can be matched, so please give before the end of the year.
Supporters such as yourself are the cornerstone of the Columbus Folk Music Society and its support and
coordination of diverse folk cultural activities that thrive in Central Ohio. You can mail your donation to:
CFMS Box 20735 Columbus OH43220 Or use PayPal:
https://www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org/contact-donate.html
www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org
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“Songs at the Center” Celebrates The
Song. The Songwriter. And Their Stories.
By Peter Insabella

the Country Music Hall of Fame. In between chats about the
craft of songwriting with Gnezda in an informal office setting,
Schlitz performed a number of his Top Ten hits and
demonstrated why he is a legendary figure.

Eric Gnezda with Don Schlitz
A PBS television show that started on a shoestring and a
prayer back in 2014 is now in its 6th season, and is carried on
352 PBS stations across the country. The program, which airs
on WOSU-TV every Saturday night at 11:00 PM, is a boon for
aspiring songwriters, and folk music devotees. Every week,
three or so singer-songwriters of varying degrees of fame are
interviewed by host and series creator Eric Gnezda, before
they perform one or two of their songs before a live on-stage
and in-house audience. Not only is the program a showcase
for aspiring songwriters, it’s also put central Ohio on the map,
with the majority of shows originating from the McConnell
Arts Center in Worthington.

Other one-on-one shows have featured John Gorka, Janis Ian,
Marc Cohn, and Suzy Bogguss.
Eric Gnezda: “There are other shows around the country like
this, but if you had told me five years ago this very local show
on one station would make it to the major markets within a
couple of years, I’d have thought you were nuts….It’s a good
opportunity to give local artists a chance to be seen all over
the country and a nice opportunity to catch the attention of
national artists and attract them to Columbus.”

JobsOhio serves as the lead sponsor of “Songs at the Center,”
with The James Cancer Center also on board. “We can’t
Eric Gnezda is himself an accomplished songwriter and
imagine more fitting underwriters ,” Gnezda says. “We’re
musician. He has performed at various venues across the
proud Ohioans and very serious about being ambassadors for
country, including Nashville’s legendary Bluebird Café.
Ohio. Plus, I’ve done a lot of work with cancer survivors, and
“Songs at the Center” airs on PBS every Saturday night, just
on a personal level I’m very committed to music as healing
before “Austin City Limits,” another long-running music show
art.”
that put Austin on the map and established its reputation as a
.
music center. Many feel that Gnezda’s show is doing the
same thing for Columbus. While the majority of the shows
feature an in-the-round format, a few shows in every 13episode season are reserved for exclusive one-on-one
interviews/performances with the top names in the industry.
A recent show is a good example. It was devoted exclusively
to country music legend Don Schlitz, who is best known for
writing “The Gambler.” For his songwriting efforts, Schlitz
has earned two Grammys and four ASCAP Country
Songwriter of the Year awards. In 2017 he was inducted into
www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org
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Songs at the Center
While the musicians are paid, all shows are free, and people
are seated on a first-come basis in the 213-seat auditorium at
the McConnell Arts Center. Another 30 to 40 audience members surround performers on stage. Gnezda considers the MAC
a perfect performance spot.
“It blends the intimacy of songwriters in the round in a club
atmosphere with the majesty of an auditorium,” he says. “It’s a
perfect venue, and more than one songwriter has said it is one A number of the singer-songwriters who have performed on
Columbus Folk Music Society stages, such as R.J. Cowdery and
of the nicest facilities in the country for this genre.”
Tom Paxton, have also appeared on Eric Gnezda’s show, to talk
And so “Songs at the Center” goes on. With season seven now about their experiences writing and performing their own
in production (without an audience, per COVID-19), it continsongs. On any given Saturday night you will find an eclectic
ues to grow as a television and music phenomenon. It was de- mix among Gnezda’s musical guests. And it’s quite possible
clared “the fastest growing music show on public television,”
that one or more of the performers will go on to achieve the
according to TRACMedia/Nielsen. The musical guests in Seakind of fame and success that singer-songwriters all dream of.
son Seven will include Suzy Bogguss and John Gorka.

Our Members
Alan & Deniese Newman
Bobbie Pruiksma
Ken Keller
Mary Lynne Carr
Phil Hart
Carter & Joanne Jastram
Linda Bolles
Michael Harris
James & Ellen McDonald
David Fultz
Kathryn Allan
Ron Rhodes
Cindy Deering
Carol Kane
Loren Bucck
James Luckhaupt
Bill Page
Jennifer Garvin
Charles Flowers
Steve & Patti RamseyCathy Sheets
Alvin & Marilyn Mars

Save the Date

Larry Walton Myers
Melanie & John Shapiro
Jim & Martha Bowling
Janet Chandler
Madalyn Benjamin
Roger Benjamin
Frank Shyjka
Sherry Hubbard
Kerry Stroup
Jennifer Cohen-Jordan
Ed & Erin Tatum
Holly Downing
Mark & Patricia Converse
Don & Jennie Newton
John & Kazuko Vokmar
Ed Pollock
David Hansen
Betsy Salt
Denise Bronson
Keith & Sue Martin
Danny Mumy

www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org

Daily Zoom Jam Sessions
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, 10:00 am to noon; Wednesday,
Friday, Sunday: 2:00 to 4:00 pm. To
see the current link to these sessions, send an e-mail request to Jane
VanAuken vanaukj@gmail.com

Concerts
Sun, Dec 6, 2 pm Whinestopper
(including some holiday songs) via
CFMS Zoom, FBk Live, YouTube .
No Coffeehouse concerts during December. Concerts will resume
January 2021.
Sat, Jan. 30, 7 pm, Sarah Kate Morgan, via CFMS Facebook LIVE .
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The Columbus Folk
Music Society
P.O. Box 20735
Columbus, OH 43220

We’re on the web!
www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org

Next issue:
February 2021
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